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the base is virtually identical to the asus g750jx-dc74x-34gm; theyre both black plastic shells with a
matching steel plate on the bottom, but the g750jx-dc74x-34gm has a glossy black finish on the bottom.
both have comfortable, cushioned, desktop-like keyboard tops. the asus g750jx-dc74x-34gm is $329 at
newegg. the g750jx-dc74x-34gm has a slightly smaller hard drive, a single core processor, and a single
speaker. both are for budget and value-conscious gamers who want to add an extra monitor to a pc. the

system boots up and loads the recovery disk. recovery tools will be automatically loaded. if you have
encountered a problem during the process, the recovery tools will offer suggestions for solutions. the
tools are pretty good, offering recovery for windows xp, vista, windows 7 and windows 8. you can also
get more information about the problem on the screen. the tools will prompt you to insert the disk into

the dvd drive if needed. from there, you can choose to perform a system restore or start windows
normally, or any other option. users of asus computers with windows vista installed can either use the

recovery partition or the recovery dvd. if you no longer have the recovery partition intact or the dvd, go
to download alternative recovery disk for asus. to enable the recovery process, press f8 to get to the

advanced boot options screen. from there, hit the f12 key to enter the bios setup. navigate to the boot
device section, and then choose your dvd drive as the first boot option. the g750jx starts at $1199, which

isn’t bad for the latest generation of high-end gaming laptop. battery life gets a decent 4.5 hours, and
the integrated graphics will allow for light video playback on the move, although it’s best suited for more
basic tasks. you get the usual assortment of ports (including an hdmi output) as well as some extras like

a fingerprint reader, a pair of usb 3.0 ports and 2 usb 2.0 ports. the g750jx also incorporates asus’s
unique gamefirst 5 software, which can be disabled or set to a lower priority if you don’t need it.
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The ASUS G750JX gaming laptop
is part of the new 2015 G series.
It comes with a 17.3-inch Full HD
144Hz display, a Thunderbolt 2
port, and a 2.5GHz Intel Core

i7-4800MQ processor. All these
features make the G750JX a

powerhouse which is perfect for
multi-taskers and gamers. The
G750JX does not have a built-in
DVD drive, but it has an HDMI

port for connecting to a TV or a
monitor. Q: PHP MySQLi:

MYSQLI_ERR: mysql server has
gone away I'm using a script to
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link to a database in the past, but
today it stopped working. I get

the following error: MYSQLI_ERR:
mysql server has gone away I've

tried searching this error, but
nothing seems to work. Here is
the code I'm using: 5ec8ef588b
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